Visionary Guidance
Offering Intuitive and Trance sessions extensively since 1986, Cé Änn (say on) hails from a
heritage of psychics, travels through the States
and Internationally offers Visionary Guidance.
Affectionately called: ‘the Channel’s channel,’ Cé Änn inspires loving allowance, self
motivation, intuitive growth and the awakening of unlimited human potential. He makes
his home amongst the red rocks of Sedona.
Cognizance beyond the distractions of the human experience,
Visionary Guidance is an all encompassing consultation technique; a seeming blend of philosophies, psychologies, and
spiritual practices of human reality merged with non-physical
awareness using an altered state or trance. Channeling has
been utilized by many to gain greater clarity with regard to
their transformational process and as a source of guidance and
confirmation for a truthful, expansive, validating view of their
reality. No matter how you refer to the expressed information,
the bottom line is truth. Whether in a public group, a semiprivate, or one to one, this is your opportunity for expansion.
Come “Explore your Self, Awaken your Mind and Expand
your Heart” with an enlightening reflection, at one of these
Events: “TranceMissions”: publicly channeled group session,
wherein many frequencies move through, depending on the
group consciousness gathered; questions encouraged! “Circle
of One”: semi-private, meditative space devoted to self exploration and personal questions with Malachite. “Mini (and)
Channeler’s Symposium”: explore multi-dimensional reality
experiencing the channel you are in a supportive environment,
with exercises, group discovery, and conscious commitment
with Spirit. Come re-discover your Inner Mystic! All Channels
welcome, prior experience not required.

Virginia Tour • Oct 27 - Nov3
∂ ∞Ω

Nellysford: 10/27 - 10/29

Host: J Robert • 202.805.2733
jrobertmagnusson@hotmail.com
Venue: call for location

10/27: TranceMissions
10/28: Circle of One
10/29: Channelers Symposium • 12-5pm
❦ Interested in the “Total Spirit Package?” ❦
($250; Includes: 10/27, 10/28, 10/29, + PC)

Richmond: 11/1 - 11/3

Host: Red • 804.279.0780
bluechild2@hotmail.com
Stone Goddess • 10017 Jefferson Davis Hwy; 23237

11/1: Mini-Channelers Symposium • 7-10p
11/2: TranceMissions

☛ Reservations Requested ☎
▲ All event times are 7:30 - 9:30pm, Unless otherwise stated above ▼
For event confirmation, directions, venue location, consultation appointments, and further information,
please call or email the HOST of the Event you are interested in attending❣

❦ Private Consultation Available in All Cities and Digitally Recorded for your Convenience!❦
Exchanges> TranceM: $30; Co1 & Mini-Ch.Sym: $55; Ch.Sym: $130; Private Consults: $90/30m

Credit Cards accepted. Checks Payable to: Visionary Guidance. Advance Payment available (on Website ‘Tours’ page)

Surf by www.visionaryguidance.com or Call 800.514.9234

